
Episode 405: “Twist… and Shout! (Part 1)”  
 

  

 
 
The Arena, Day 9  
 

The castaways receive news about their next challenge and suspect a twist. 
 
Jeff Probst - Let's just make the challenge at 8c. If you can't be there answer this for me in your 

confessionals. List the players who you like the most in this season from 1-17.  
 
Reminder: Aruba: Judd, Shane, Melinda, Misty, Cirie  
Bolivia: Gretchen, Colleen, Greg, Lill, Kelly  



Peru: Christa, Courtney, Amanda, James, Ryan  
Banishees: Rafe, Rudy  
 
Alicia has quit the game. 

Amanda - I smell a twist. 
Lill - you probably smell your stanky crusty nether regions. 
Judd - wow, Alicia quit? That makes me feel really bad about our tribe not choosing Bob Dawg. 

Especially since we just lost our easy boot.  

Courtney - Well, the danger of an inactive Alicia is she'd end up in 6th or 5th place.  

Lill - like Ryan in Peru?  
Ryan - I've said it once and I'll say it again, not being able to make challenges =/= inactivity thanks. 
Lill - yeah, but you never made any TC's either! 

Shane - RUDY GONE? WTF! 

 

Bolivia, Day 9 
 
Lill uses the plan to blindside Colleen against Gretchen and gain Colleen’s trust. 

 
Colleen - yes! wow! poor Rudy, but congrats. 
Lill - Gretchen asked me to keep it quiet. She didn't know how close you were to Rudy, and wanted 

it a surprise. 
Colleen - wow -um, wow -so they didn't want to do my plan, they thought it was safer to vote you 

and then rudy. Okay. wow. I can't believe you're still here, and I'm still here? what kind of 
universe? shocked! and I think in a goooood way! you scamp -I thought you had the idol -I was 
jumping up and down. 

Lill - I wish I did. I was really sweating it at TC. I wasn't sure if kelly and greg voted (or if gretch 
was playing me) So I decided to write the stuff I would normally write if a tribe actually liked me 
(doesn't happen often!) and be sincere (also doesn't happen often) and not burn any bridges 
(...you get the idea) in case I was actually leaving. 

 
Gretchen apologizes to Colleen. 

 
Gretchen - Kelly didn't want to tell you because she wasn't sure how close you were to Rudy. I'm 

really sorry Colleen. 
Colleen - Noooo problem. I told you everything with Rudy -and he would send me lots of PMs- but I 

always thought we had him in check. This is so weird. Colleen is going to leave, then Lil, but 
guess who goes. I trust your judgement much better on this since you played with him again. he 
was definitely slick. And I'm excited Lil got to stay. Do you think rudy will get scooped up? 

Gretchen - I'm really sorry about that. Just seeing what Rudy would tell me and what he told to Lill 
showed me how slick he was. Greg has wanted him out since the beginning. When Rudy put Lill 
up yesterday, we honestly were all going to go that way. I was never going to vote for you, even 
if you'd asked us to. 

Colleen - t's all good. you warned me about Rudy, so anything I responded to him was how to stay 
in the game longer -he thought he was with the three of you, I assume. But would say things like 
he'd look out for me which I know I told you. I just don't want him to get picked and then we 
worry about him. I really thought you guys didn't want me to go and felt guilty. I'll do us proud. 

 



Lill attempts to trick the Peru members into thinking she was booted. 
 
Lill - I started a "my eventual return" thread on CB. Lol. I hope to get someone's hopes up... 
Colleen - lol -you're evil lil. and of course, I'm running over to see CB thread. you're so mean. don't 

give it away. 

Lill - People keep saying that.  
Colleen - LOL -it's so crazy. You staying and me trying to get voted out. well, let's say this -let's 

rock it and have fun no matter what! I kind of can't stop laughing -and here I thought I was 
making everyone feel bad about having to have me leave. this game is definitely not predictable. 

 
Greg returns only to find that Rudy, his greatest threat, was taken out by Gretchen. 

 
Lill - You made it back! How are you? I'm still here. I'm happy about that. 
Greg - YAY! I'm glad you are here too. I'm also happy that Rudy was the one voted out because, 

although he is very nice, he also is VERY good at this game and always is a few steps ahead of 
everyone else. That's why Rudy had to go before any merge -- because after a merge he would be 
a ring leader.  

Lill - I agree. Rudy seemed like a schemer to me. 
 
Colleen - greg, welcome back. I'm thinking this has to be a swap or a new change of melting three 

tribes into two tribes of eight. but i can't think up any strategy to get us all on one. 
Greg - Hi Colleen! Well we are still pretty big for a merge. It still could be challenge related; so 

coordinating our replies wouldn't hurt any. I hope it isn't a swap – 
Colleen - I don't think it'll be a merge -but could be two tribes. Or it could be a merge for a round 

and then redivided. I've seen that done before. Or one where we're chained in groups of three. 

 
Peru, Day 9 
 

Courtney becomes excited at the prospect of Lill being voted out of Bolivia. 
 
Courtney - Lill got voted out? Please let it be true! 

Amanda - OMG I HOPE!!!!!  
 

Hopes dashed. 
 

Courtney - Rudy got booted, not Lill.  Check out the tree mail. we're supposed to rank the 
players. Alicia has quit the game. 

James - My gawd. Lill that skank is pretty good. Poor Rudy. Let's take him if we get the chance. 
We need some Bolivia action around here alol. 

Courtney - I just ranked the players alphabetly. Perfect time to merge the tribes into two... two 
tribes of 8 once one of the outcasts is cut. 

 
Courtney has it out for Colleen and presumes that she is aligned with Lill. 

 
Ryan - Lil is a whore, such a WHORE! I'm going to rank them honestly since I think it may have to do 

something with how the tribes are flipped, but Kennifing it up doesn't sound like such a bad plan. 



Courtney - She also slammed you in a post over at treemail. Man, poor Rudy, but I expect its the 
work of Colleen. Lill and Colleen need each other. 

Ryan - Yeah, I responded. Lil and Colleen must die, they were the lasty upon my list. I want Rudy 
back in the game and on my tribe if possible, he'll be out for blood and we can use that. 

Courtney - I agree. I think if we encounter Judd, we need to try to work with him also. Allowing 
Colleen/Lill to gain a message of control is a BIGGG mistake for anyone. If Colleen got to the 
end, she'd have to win, you know that? She's not even from our series, we'd be fools if she got to 
the end, I'd have to vote for her if it happened. 

 

Courtney - God, Lill must die. Also, Colleen, who I think is helping Lill for her own benifit.  

Amanda - Yuck! 
 

Courtney comes clean with Amanda over her plans for last Council… of course, she 
minimizes the part where she targeted her. 

 
Courtney - Here's what happened. Amanda. I've been debating whether to tell you or not, but if we 

are on the very edge of a twist, you deserve to know the truth. The other day, when we got 
Rafe, he asked who to pre-vote for. Well, I said... hmmm... not sure. Well, then James and 
Christa told me you because you are inactive. At that point, my stomach hit rock bottom. I’m 
just not sure what to do in a twist because I don't trust James and how easy he’s willing to turn 
this or that way. I can't talk about this with Ryan either because I don't know if he is in James' 
back pocket or not. I wish it could be me, you, Christa to the end, honestly. Christa is a logical 
player. meh. Sorry for not telling you sooner. 

Amanda - It's fine babe. I appreciate it. I'm not inactive, just busy. But I have the time to keep 
up. I'd be totally down for whatever you want. I know you are my most loyal friend in this game 
and whatever you think is most wise is good with me too. 

Courtney - No worries, Amanda. I just don't trust the James-Ryan connection. I also fear all of us 
being pagonged, Ryan as the last remaining member of our season. UGH! I think if there's no 
twist, we need to push for Ryan to go... if there's a twist, obviously, try to get rid of Lill/Colleen 
and their allies. 

Amanda - Sounds good babes. I know I can work James, so I don't think you need to worry. 
 
Ryan - OMG, I'm tense about tonight 
Amanda - I think it's going to be a pick-em type thing for new tribes. :/ 
Ryan - So scawy. 
Amanda - Well, I'm with Peru, NO MATTER WAHT! 
 

Aruba, Day 9 
 

Misty and Melinda work overtime on their strategies for the twist. 
 
Misty - Read what Jeff posted. We need to discuss now. 
Melinda - Ugh, now the bad luck is starting to come back... ugh ugh ugh... We just lost our safety 

net meaning tomorrow is do or die again. And looks like Rudy is the one booted... We need to 
scoop him up if we get the chance... Judd, Cirie, and Shane have been the reps, so looks like it 
will be you or me tomorrow. 



Misty - Jeff also included Rafe and Rudy in the ranking. So there's a good chance we get to pick one 
of them since we lost Alicia. 

Melinda - I hope so... I am pretty sure Rudy would work with us, him and I talked a lot after Aruba, 
and I am pretty sure he doesn't like Shane at all. I hope we get to choose one of them.  It sucks if 
we just lose our member, but I guess that is what we get for making the strategic move and 

taking the inactive  
Misty - you need to be very aware Rudy has got connections to Peru as well from other places. So 

we're taking a risk if we take him up and he ends up working with someone else. Rudy is friendly 
with a lot of people. But by picking him, he might owe us for that at least. 

 

The Arena 
 
Jeff Probst - Cmon in guys. 
Colleen - oh boy. here we go. 
Amanda - I'm stoked. 

Shane - WHEN DO WE DO THAT RANK SHIT? 

Colleen - YEAH, WHAT SHANE SAID. huh, I can't do it as well as he does. 

Courtney - ranking shit is pointless because shit is, afterall, still shit. 
Gretchen - isn't colleen just adorable?  
Jeff Probst - Okay guys, hidden in the threads of the arena are 2 pictures of immunity idols. The 

person to find either one is Individually Immune from the next Tribal Council.  
 
GO!  
 
(to be clear, you must be the first person to find an idol to be immune, since there are two, two 
people will be immune) 

Melinda -  

Christa -  
Judd - Aw, what an awful time to decide to go and pee.  
Christa - Good job, Melinda. 
Judd - Congratulations, Melinda and Christa! I have a feeling you guys may have just won the 

ability to pick new tribes.  



Colleen - wow, talk about fast. 
Jeff Probst - Congratulations Christa and Melinda. Everyone else... drop your buffs.  

 
Christa and Melinda, you are our new tribe captains. You will now pick your tribes. Melinda, since 
you were first, you will make the first selection. Now, before you begin let's set some ground 
rules.  
 
1. You cannot select someone who is currently on your own tribe.  
2. You may select either Rudy or Rafe, however whichever one you don't pick is out permanently.  
3. You only get 1 pick, and then it is the person's turn that you've picked. 

Kelly - drops buff 

Amanda - *drops pants* Oh, you said buffs.  

Ryan - I always get picked last in these  

Shane - RATS ALWAYS GET PICKED LAST! 

Lill - pick me pick me! 
Melinda - Ok I guess my first pick will be Rudy since I don't want Rafe getting back into this game. 
Jeff Probst - Sorry Rafe, but you have become the 5th person voted off of All-stars. Rudy and 

Melinda are now on a tribe together. Christa, please pick someone who is not currently on Peru. 
Rudy - omg omg omg omg, I didn't even have to give a long drawn out spech about how I was 

blindsided by that raggadey ass skeezy skeet skeetin bitch Gretchen!!  
Gretchen - wasn't me Rudy 
Christa - Dammit Melinda, I was gonna pick Rudy. I guess I'll pick Kelly then, 'cause she seems 

badass. 
Kelly - oh my gosh I'm in a tribe with Christa!!! awesome possum! 
Jeff Probst - Okay so far we have: Melinda, Rudy vs. Christa, Kelly. Rudy please pick someone who 

isnt currently on Bolivia. 
Rudy - Yes it was you you NASTY BITCH! Dont' lie here out in public, because I will rip you to shreds 

you nasty cunt! Lill did it because she had to, and Colleen voted Lill. Greg wasn't there, so it 
could only be the TWO bitches that I OWNED the hell out of in Bolivia. Dont' mess with me bitch. 
Anyway... sigh I think I'll pick MISTY!! 

Kelly - I pick Judd 

Judd - Aw, thanks babe!  So far, I'm on a tribe with cute girls. I might be able to handle that. 
Rudy - Yeah, I'm calling your skank ass out Gretchen and Kelly! YOU were the bitches who invited 

me to the alliance. I was aLL for bolivia. I didn't come up with Lill's boot, you did GRETCHEN! I 
tried to boot Greg (love ya btw, but you said you wanted to be voted out if it came to that) So 
don't spew your lies to Lill either bitch!. 

Gretchen - Rudy, you know damn well you wanted Colleen and Lill out next. Don't paint me with 
that brush. To refresh your recollection, you wanted Greg out third after Lill and Colleen. 

Lill -  
Misty - Tough one, I pick Colleen. 
Colleen - Holy Moly -thanks, Misty. weird I thought I'd be last. 
Jeff Probst - Melinda, Rudy, Misty, Colleen vs. Christa, Kelly, Judd. Judd, you’re up! someone who 

isn’t on Aruba 

Judd - James, come on over, big guy. This tribe needs some more masculinity.  
Rudy – Gretchen, Bitch don't tell me what I wanted, I'll foward you my CONFESSIONALS. I asked you 

guys about booting Greg because Lill is strong and Colleen is MORE than loyal (sorry babe but 



you're naive and I love you) and you immediately shot it down because Lill is such a horrible 
bitch. Your words not mine. I actually thought Lill was pretty nice compared to the way the 
Peruvians led us to believe. Ask Colleen. I wanted to boot GREG!!! Don't spew lies here in public 
Gretchen, you're just mad that I OWNED your ass in SEVERAL games outside of Stranded, so bitch 
puhlease. I told you I was over it and I wanted to leave BB (along with our other games) in the 
past but YOU were the bitch that didn't leave things in the past. This goes for you as well Kelly 
because you were a piss poor player in Bolivia. I'm so glad you're so far up Bitchen's ass. 

Jeff Probst - Melinda, Rudy, Misty, Colleen vs. Christa, Kelly, Judd, James. Colleen, you’re up. 
Colleen - I'm acutally going to make sure he's not picked last: RYAN 

Gretchen - this is what makes Colleen a SWEETHEART  
James - Shane pl0x. 
Jeff Probst - Melinda, Rudy, Misty, Colleen, Ryan vs. Christa, Kelly, Judd, James, Shane. 
Ryan - I'm gonna go with Cirie, and with that I'm leaving for the evening. 
Rudy - Hey someone on our tribe pick Gretchen, so I can vote her ass OUT!!! PLEASE! BTW, I'm 

terribly sorry for my behavior here tonight, but I'm so bitter right now. Yes, Bitchen is quiet now, 
because she doesn't want to be embarassed in front of the entire group. Fine by me. Now I can 

turn back into nice old loving boring Rudy!  
Gretchen - sorry, I'm enthralled by Hell's Kitchen. 
Shane - SHANE IS GOING TO BEING QUEEN AMANDA OVER HIS WONDERFULL TRIBE! 
Rudy - Cirie PICK LILL, she's great in challenges and pretty cool as well! That or GREG. Our tribe 

prob needs strength. 

Amanda - WOO! Thanks Shane! You know how to make a girl feel special.  
Cirie - Rudy, didn't you just express an interest in drafting Gretchen a moment ago? 
Jeff Probst - Melinda, Rudy, Misty, Colleen, Ryan, Cirie vs. Christa, Kelly, Judd, James, Shane, 

Amanda. Cirie is up, is she here? 
Cirie - I'm picking Courtney. Welcome aboard! 
Courtney - Whoa... thanks, Cire.... I was worried I'd be second to last... haha 
Judd - This may be evil, but I kinda want to see Gretchen and Rudy tear into each other on the 

other tribe.  
Gretchen - I'm always last. But I'm always here. Whatevs. 
Amanda - Greg, I choose YOUUUUUUU!  
Christa - Now the question is: Which major fight does Courtney bring to her tribe? Lill vs. Courtney 

or Gretchen vs. Rudy? 
Lill - I wouldn't fight with courtney. 
Rudy - Courtney...in a way, I'd rather have Lill here, because she's cool and strong, but in another 

way, I don't want Gretchen voted off during a twist... I want to cast my vote against her... ' So 
choose whatever you see fit. 

Gretchen - screw you Rudy - it took THREE FUCKING VOTES TO GET YOUR LYING ASS OUT OF HERE. 
So don't go putting in on me. It would have been four votes but Greg was out of town. Crybaby 
tittysucker. Deal with it. 

Rudy - BITCH! The only reason I was even UP for being booted was because I owned the hell out of 
you in Bolivia. So all that bs abotu forgetting the past was just that, BULL SHIT. I guess I'm the 
only one who was being honest abotu that Kelly, Greg, and Bitchen? Answers please? Greg, was 
our conversatinos moot if you were just gonna vote for me anyway. I know you're a backstabbin 
bitch Kelly so I don't need you to answer. 

Jeff Probst - Melinda, Rudy, Misty, Colleen, Ryan, Cirie, Courtney vs. Christa, Kelly, Judd, James, 
Shane, Amanda, Greg. Courtney it's all up to you. Would you like Gretchen or Lill? 



Courtney – Gretchen 
Kelly - Lill!!! greg!!!! together again! 
Gretchen - yay! I get to listen to crazy Rudy whine like a baby!! (thanks Courtney) 
Jeff Probst - Okay then guys. These are our new tribes.  

 
Melinda, Rudy, Misty, Colleen, Ryan, Cirie, Courtney, and Gretchen  
vs.  
Christa, Kelly, Judd, James, Shane, Amanda, Greg, and Lill  
 
Enjoy. Now, Melinda, which tribe would you like to return to? 

Melinda - I like the Aruba camp  
Gretchen - yay! Blue is my favorite color! 
Christa – I like green, let’s go back to Peru.  
Jeff Probst – Okay, Christa’s tribe will wear Green and Melinda’s will wear blue. You’ll have time 

to think up a tribe name. There will be no immunity challenge tomorrow or tonight. We've 
already had an Immunity Challenge of sorts. Tomorrrow both tribes will go to council. Both will 
vote someone off and both of those players will be forever voted off, no coming back, no 
outcasts, nothing. Christa and Melinda are the only ones who cannot be voted off tomorrow. See 
you then. 

Gretchen - Jeff? I'm voluntarily giving my Bitchen Tiara to Rudy. Clearly, he wears it better. 
Rudy - hehehe when did you become a comedian bitch?! Yes, today is "Become Bitchen For a Day!" 

except this time, I have a REASON to bitch you out, unlike everytime you exploded in Bolivia just 
because no one was willing to KISS YOUR NASTY INFESTED ASS. You are complete trash. You were 
the one that made things personal with me, so don't give me your BS. 

Gretchen - Rudy. Three votes. I didn't place them all. Channel your anger babe. 

Lill -  
Rudy - Kelly isn't WORTH bitching out, since she's even more pitiful than your skank ass. She was 

SO oblivious in Bolivia that it took about 2 minutes for me to get her ass booted. She's either just 
as bitter as you are, OR she just went along for the ride, because she always wanted to be as 
cool as queen Gretchen. And Lill, I don't have anything to say to. I wish I would have went with 
my gut and put my trust in her, but it's hard and I'm sure she understands. Don't try to avert 
attention aay just because you're getting your ass HANDED to you in yet ANOTHER game by yours 
truly, Cranky Rudy! 

Gretchen - Bring it on Rudy. You're giving Jeff a huge boner right now with your tantrum. 
Rudy - Oh sweet heart, I've already brought it bitch! I could care less about Jeff at these five 

seconds, he knows I don't put on any show for him. My only objective right now is embarassing 
the HELL out of you, like I normally do you skeezy bulldyke (insert copy righted symbol)! 

Lill - how come you guys weren't this fun back at camp? 
Gretchen - I'm over it Rudy. In case you haven't noticed, you're the one having a conniption fit. 

Deal with it like a man, or continue to cry over it like a pussy. Your choice really, but you've 
already got the tiara. 

Rudy - I would respect you MORE if you fully OWNED it, but instead, you still want to be a fake 
bitch. I've already dealt with it bitch, I just want to come back and tell everyone how it went 
down. And since you've been carrying this vedetta against for like what a year (grow the fuck up 

bitch), then I might as well keep my guard up against you.  



Gretchen - Come off it Rudy - you were all "I'll watch your back Colleen! I'll take care of you 
Colleen! We love you Lill! So glad you're here Lill!!" but you were ready to vote them both out 
without batting an eye. Loyal my ass you two faced dog. 

 
   Rudy – CONFESSIONAL - I had my speech to get back into the game all prepared and JEff 

throws a twist at us! there was a switch in which we had a tribal pick em (decided by the 
indiidual immunity challenge) where I was chosen by Melinda first! Sadly, this booted Rafe in the 
process, but oh well, I'm back and ready to fight!  
 
After being immediately picked first, I then began to pummel Gretchen into the ground as hard 
as I could after being blindsided. I felt so relieved after laying the smackdown on her (honarary 
mention to that backstabber Kelly) but I'm sure everyone else was frightenly surprised that I 
could get that upset. Maybe I made one of the biggest explosions in Stranded history, so at least 
I'm on the record books! HEHEHEHEHE 

 

Melinda’s Tribe, Day 9 
 
Jeff Probst - Think up a new name guys! 
Courtney - Weekend at Bernie's: The Tribe 
Colleen - we need something menacing -like the Fuzzies, or the Bad New Bears. 
Courtney - Bad News Bears... I like that one, Colleen. We are the underdog tribe on paper. 
Colleen - I kinda like Bad News Bears -with me and Courtney in the outfield facing the wrong way. 
Melinda - I like Bad News Bears 
Misty - Those guys over on the other tribe must be laughing their asses off at us... lol But we'll 

show them! 
Colleen - Are we all just joking around? because i honestly really like Bad New Bears. Maybe we 

can win the next one because the other tribe is too busy laughing their asses off. Think of it---  
Probst: Come on in, Bad News Bear! 

Gretchen - I'm all for the Bad News Bears if you guys want it. 

Melinda - Jeff wants us to pick a diff name  
Courtney - Fuck Jeff... we'll call ourselves the Bad News Bears even if he doesn't like it. Tribe 

name: Jeff is a bitch, Weekend at Poody's 
Rudy - Bad New Bears! <3 it! lol We can all post like bears with blue caps whenever we have a 

challenge! Haha 
Courtney - I vote for Bad News Bears. Fuck Poody. 
Jeff Probst – Your tribe is Caquetios. 
 

Christa’s Tribe, Day 9 
 
Christa - What should we name our tribe? 
Amanda - Amanda and the Pussycats! 
Judd - Christa's Tribe? What a fantastic tribe name. 
Greg - I sense a little tension on the other tribe 
Christa - Farore is an awesome. It means happy in Peruvian. 
Shane - WHY NOT BE CALLED THE PENGUINS? SHANE LOVES PENGUINS! 
Judd - Okay, Kelly/Greg/Lill, dish the dirt: Who the fuck is Colleen? Is it colleenlover? Or a 

reincarnation of RavuRules, as we suspect? 



Kelly - supposedly Colleen was on a game before Stranded and that she won it. We're never really 
sure, even after what Jeff said. She's a sweetheart but she's also frickin smart. I wouldn't be 
surprised if she was ravuRules, which is the main reason we had to take Rudy out. we didn't want 
a repeat of season1 

Shane - ACTUALLY SHE WON LIKE 7 OUT OF 9 OF PROBST’S PREVIOUS GAMES. 
Judd - Then yes, it's cl. You're right: she's an incredibly savvy player, and though she's good at 

acting naive, don't be fooled; she's not. Not only does PROBST love her, she's damn good. 
Shane - PROBST HAS HER FUCKING ON SO HE CAN GET A BONER EVERYTIME HE SEES HER POST. 
Kelly - supposedly the main reason she's here is because it was hard to get people from our season 

to play again. which is why we got Alicia instead of Jerri, or Kel 
Lill - what are we calling ourselves? The Ratfink Bastards 
Jeff Probst – Your tribe is Andoa. 
 

Caquetios, Night 9 
 
Courtney is the first to make a move and approaches her #1 target. 

 
   Colleen – CONFESSIONAL - HAPPY AS A PIG IN SH.... well, you know. God, I can't believe it. 

New life. Okay, jumping in joy by myself. Bolivia -Love tribe? Hmmm, that worked well. where's 
Rudy -can't wait to hug him. 

 
Courtney - :) 
Colleen - Hi, babe!!! Not going to jump the gun -but you have noooooo idea how happy I am right 

now. fuck it -I'm jumping up and down!! 
Courtney - Well, I am happy... nervious also. You have no idea how much this game has kicked my 

butt thus far. 
Colleen - ohh man, we'll compare war stories no worries. let's not do anything stupid yet -I think 

gretchen and Rudy have that department covered. Courtney, I hope you like to joke around! I 
can't stop smiling 

Courtney - Alright Colleen, here's where I stand. I'm on a tribe with no allies, the only guy with me 
is Ryan, someone who's inactive most of the time... ... so yeah, I'm a glass half-full kind of girl. 

 I kind of feel like I'm cannon fodder here, Gretchen or Rudy, then probably me to follow. IF 
you want an ally, I got no options at this point and I know you're a great player... I'm just not 
sure who to turn to and I figured you're my best shot. 

 
   Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - Well, I merge into this tribe and suddenly, I feel very alone. I 

ask Colleen for an alliance because I sure as hell don't want to get booted. Meanwhile, Gret and 
Rudy are feuding. The thing is, I really don't have any loyality to Ryan. It also occurred to me 
that the final four of me, Ryan, James, and Christa is a deadend for me. I'm the bunny of that 
group. My biggest fear isn't Ryan going, its me going. 

 
Old friends reunite for the first time. 

 
Colleen - Rudy I'm so mad I could... HUG YOU! I'm so fucking happy. this is the cinderella story. 
Rudy - I was so worried that you guys were going to win and bitchen/Kelly weren't going to pick 

me! And then we'd never be reunited!  So what excused did Gretchen feed you about why she 
blindsided me? Lol. She hates me so much. We have so much history. 



Colleen - HUG YOU!!!!! I'm so fucking happy. this is the cinderella story. Xoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxo 
 

Once again Colleen is torn in two directions: Gretchen and Rudy. 
 

Gretchen - now what???  
Colleen - well, let's see how it goes. Just because Rudy did the name calling, why does it have to 

be you. I think you stay calm. I knew this shit was going to happen. Getting all the new PMs now. 
Gretchen - did I stay calm, or I need to stay calm? I'm starting to get them too. Misty asked me 

what the deal was with Rudy - was it accurate? I told her that of course it wasn't accurate. That 
he got his panties in a twist because he got caught dealing all sides. 

Colleen - you were pretty calm, and just stay that way. And remember don't take your eye off the 
other vipers here. Just put Rudy out of your mind. remember there are other issues between 
other players and I'm sure they love that there is Gretchen/Rudy drama. 

 
Stuck in the middle, Colleen is not impressed with either option. 

 
Colleen - Misty, I'm blank slate here. I'll go into the history -but man, everything I thought so far 

was wrong in this game. What the hell are gretchen and Rudy thinking? I was prepared to go last 
night to keep unity and gamble getting picked and they all did this- and i kept saying you'll 
crumble and look what they did. Ugh, pass the asprin. 

Misty - I'm just talking to Gretchen and Rudy about what went down in Bolivia. So what are your 
thoughts? Do you trust Rudy to stick with us? And how well do you get along with Gretchen? 

Colleen - Rudy was going to vote me out next -but must have thought he was with Gretchen,Kelly 
and Greg. So he was loyal in a way. Gretchen didn't want me to leave, but at the same time was 
working with Lil and she, Kelly and Greg did not tell me a thing. Her loyalty is going to be to 
those guys. Rudy might be a complete free agent -but say by my vote that I was completely team 
loyal -and that's the way I play. However, no one was loyal to me so I'm at square one. See what 
they both say to you and how desperate they seem. me, I'm looking for a team that is SMART! 
these guys dropped the ball. that whole tribe did. 

 
   Colleen – CONFESSIONAL - there's so many ways this could go -and I'm getting so much 

bullshit, I need a shovel. Rudy is the only one I trust 100% -and yes, that is 100%. But in the 
meantime, it's who's BS is the least offensive. So funny that almost all my first greetings from 
people were OMG I love you and you have no idea how I was on the outs on my tribe. Wow, all of 
you guys? Amazing. The only people who were really on any outs here are me and Rudy -and don't 
think I don't see that. Most likely, I'm going to defer to Rudy on this one. But I have to make sure 
Rudy is actually a good player who can see the moves. I don't question his loyalty at all -I just 
question how much insight he has. I'm not going to completely defer to him -but pool our info and 
make a plan. 

 
Already, the Caquetios tribe is taking sides between Rudy and Gretchen. 

 
Misty - Glad you're here and thanks for picking me. We had every intention of picking you by the 

way, even if it had been a normal challenge. 
Rudy - Omg Misty, I'm so pissed at gretchen!! Thanks btw for that! I was worried that I wouldnt get 

picked for some reason. lol So I know those mean Arubans (Shane most likely) probably have been 
ostracizing you like crazy like in your original season. How did you hold up over there? 



Misty - I think I did okay. I was just able to survive and the last thing I wanted was to have to go to 
TC because I wasn't in any position to decide anything. So you can imagine how happy I am to 
have a new bunch of people to deal with.  

 
While Colleen is struggling to keep the Bolivia tribe afloat, friends Melinda and 

Misty are thrilled to have more options on the new tribe. 
 
   Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - Well, yesterday was a complete 180 for me in this game, and it 

came at the perfect timing. Somehow, I have no clue how, I was able to be the first person to 
find one of the Hidden Immunity Idols!! That was just the kind of good luck I needed because it 
allowed me to finally have the power I have been desperately craving in this game. I didn't 
hesitate for a second to choose Rudy. I am sure he will have my back in this game, and he seems 
to be a big enough threat with others that I may actually be able to use him as a shield. He is 
going to be like my new Misty, except way better because he may actually be willing to take 
some risks. Oh, and then how perfect that Misty and Colleen are on the team as well... The first 
4 chosen, the first power alliance on this tribe. 

 
Melinda - Just what we needed!! Perfect for us!! Now we need to figure out what we are going to 

do and fast... I am going to message Rudy, i think he will work with us... heard anything yet? We 
can keep our ties to Cirie as well probably, it honestly worked out fabulous! 

Misty - Yeah. I picked Colleen because Rudy said she voted with him. SO what do you think? We 
make those a four and keep Ryan and Cirie with us for six.  

Melinda - That sounds perfect actually! Have you talked to them at all? I just sent Rudy a message, 
waiting for a response, and I received greetings from Courtney and Gretchen... That sounds like a 
plan, we have to be careful about how we deal with Cirie though... 

 
In a conversation with Gretchen, Misty learns more than she expected about Rudy. 
 

Misty - So what deals exactly was Rudy making that got him caught out? 
Gretchen - Let's see - he had a deal with Lill, but wanted to vote her out. He had a deal with 

Colleen, but was ready to vote her out next. He had a deal with Greg, but wanted him gone too. 
He's a hypocrite - just like Ravu was. No surprise those two were butt buddies in Bolivia. Totally 
fake, and he got caught because we all compared notes. 

Misty - Christ. I guess you can't blame him. He was probably trying to stay out of the way of the 
target and trying to make it to a switch or merge. By the way, sorry you landed here with Rudy. 
Will you both be able to get along together? 

Gretchen - I already sent him a white flag. He either accepts it or he doesn't. Whatevs. And I'm all 
about keeping the tribe strong. It doesn't do us any good to have missing people. 

 
Gretchen extends an olive branch. 

 
Gretchen - You can either take it or leave it. But the idea to vote you out came from all three of 

us, not just me. They didn't trust you from day one, especially Greg. Yes, I admit that I didn't 
trust you completely after the first game, but can you honestly blame me? I'm sorry you're so 
upset, and I don't blame you in the least. And I deserve every bit of shit you throw at me, but 
remember, I was just one vote. 

Rudy - Even AFTER all that shit I said about you, this sounds believable... I'm sorry that went total 
Bitchen on you. lol Kelly is a piss poor player and won't get anywhere unless she wins a gazillion 



ICs in a row. What I don't get is why no one trusted me! I was HONESTLY playing for Bolivia. I just 
knew my stigma would hold. But hey, you and Kelly don't exactly have the best reps either. Greg 
was a LUNATIC, but I didn't hold that against him. I just feel like I should have been the douch in 
this case and just told Colleen/Lill to vote Greg out. 

Gretchen - It's the Joel effect, what can I say? The vote honestly only came about late on the night 
we lost. Kelly was really hesitant about voting out Lill, and suggested we blindside you instead. 
She wants her as the goat. FWIW Rudy, I won't vote for you at TC. But I've already been told 
you're voting for me. I don't blame you and I deserve it. But we can either stick together (you me 
Colleen over here, after all there are three of us) and try to come out on top, and then go at it 
at the merge, or new Aruba will pick both of us off because of the fighting. 

 
After seeing both sides of the story, Misty throws out an offer to Rudy. 

 
Misty - So how are you with Colleen? I picked her because you said she voted with you. 
Rudy - She's really cool, really naive, and really silly even. lol Loyal nonetheless though. I was 

willing to boot her (I felt bad), but then I told her not to offer herself up to be voted off (she 
wanted to be bolivia's spy, but the risk was her not being picked). So yeah, I can say that I like 
Colleen. And hey, she was the only one who voted to keep me... 

Misty - I think we need to keep ourselves off the chopping block and obviously keeping more 
obvious targets around will help us. So I was thinking you can stick with Colleen and bring her in 
with me and Melinda. Colleen picked Ryan so he might owe us and stick with us too. How do you 
feel about it? Basically Bolivia and Aruba together mostly... 

Rudy - You and Melinda eh? I figured that much. Y'all two aren't working with Cirie though? I 
thought you three would be an auto alliance coming into All Stars... 

Misty - Let's just say I know where I stand with the others and it wasn't in that great a position to 
be in. Cirie's going to be playing neutral and tries very hard not to look like she's making any 
decisions. But she'll be stable as long as she thinks she's in the loop. 

 
Misty - I just proposed to Rudy that he bring you on board with me and Melinda and we get Ryan in 

also. This keeps us safe for the immediate future. Courtney just told me Ryan was voting 
Gretchen. So what do you think? Should we get Gretchen out first? Or better to take Ryan out 
since he's not able to help us that much? 

Colleen - Does Ryan never show up? That was dumb then for me to pick him. I'm fine with whatever 
way we think it will work best. Are these people dumb enough to be worried about the endgame 
and they're not even there yet. We have to win challenges. You guys were good at that, I'm okay. 
Rudy and Gretchen fine -talk over one another (that whole tribe would overthink) 

Misty - Yeah. Rudy has friends on the other side but I'm willing to trust him for now. We'll keep 
Gretchen and Rudy. Doubt they will trust each other. Problem is Courtney since she might work 
with either one of them... How are you getting along with her? 

Colleen - fine. we can get Rudy to pull me in then. Ryan over gretchen? If it makes more sense. 
 

The ever-blunt Courtney approaches Gretchen about her feud. While Misty and the 
others decide that Ryan is the best bet, Courtney fights to keep her numbers. 

 
Courtney - I now think your feud with Rudy is stupid. I wonder if you've thought about larger issues 

at play on this tribe?... 
Gretchen - agreed, and yes, I've thought about it and offered him a white flag which he's accepted, 

because he realized the same thing. But he started a ripple - I hear Ryan is going to vote for me. 



Courtney - They are lying!!!! Look, they are doing the hardpress to get me to boot Ryan. He hasn't 
even been here, he will vote how I tell him once I give him the lowdown on Misty's pms. I'm not 
voting for you, Rudy, Collen, or Ryan. We got to stop that threesome from taking over this tribe. 
Which do you want gone? I will do either or 

Gretchen - I've already suggested to both Rudy and Colleen that we should stick with you two. I 
know Aruba is saying Ryan, and without going back through my messages, I can't tell you who else 
besides Misty is saying it. I'd love to team up with you guys. I feel like I'm on the short end of the 
stick being picked last as it is, and Rudy's trashing me doesn't help. But I think we've patched it 
up and he recognizes that it only hurts us to keep it up. 

Courtney - Cirie and Misty are both doing the hard press for Ryan. I was playing the good lost 
puppy, trying to shift it from him, but finally conceeding the point. yadda yadda. I tihnk you and 
rudy should keep fueding. Like starts some threads or something and make it look real good. I am 
definitely up for working with you. You have my word. 

 
Courtney is not the only one who has a different person in mind other than Ryan. 

 
Rudy - Well anyway, now you can start making some decision now that I'm on your tribe! haha I'll 

probably be soaking up votes from whatever the hell Gretch is plotting... If you hear anything, 
let me know. 

Misty - She's actually been very nice. lol So what do you think? Have you heard from Colleen? I don't 
think she's read my PM yet... 

Rudy - Yes, Gretch can turn on the niceness when she needs something. Obviously, she was more 
than nice (I was closest to her before my blindside) to me in order to keep my guard down 

Misty - Gretchen has been pleasant too since she knows the position she's in. Cirie just said she's 
okay with taking Ryan out first since he probably won't be able to help the tribe. 

Rudy - Ryan won't be able to help us out at all? I hear he NEVER shows up yet makes it very far. if 
Ryan is the best boot for survival long term, then we should go with that, but I REALLY want to 
take Gretchen out so that she has no chance of surviving whatsoever. I don't want her joining up 
with her cronies, Greg, and Kelly. 

Misty - I agree about that. But Ryan can't help us and Gretchen can. How are you getting along with 
Courtney and is she on board with it? A little concerned since she was with Ryan on Peru. 

Rudy - I hear that Courtney wants to bust up you/Melinda/Cirie already, and not vote Ryan out. 
she didn't say that (we haven't discussed boot options, only our drama on our tribes). idk whether 
she wants to vote me out or one of you/melinda/cirie, but I'm sure she's not voting Ryan... 

Misty - As long as she thinks it's me/Melinda/Cirie that's fine. lol I'm willing to play along with that 
and make it seem that's the case. It makes the three of us a bigger target anyway and keeps you 
and Colleen out of the spotlight. So are you down with us working together? 

Rudy - YOU/MELINDA/COLLEEN/ME? HECK YES! I know y'all have my back, and I'll be sure to have 
y'alls backs as well! I think Colleen will be down with this as well, it's just that we're having 
trouble agreeing on who to boot first, Cirie, Gretchen, or Ryan. I'd prefer Gretch, she prefers 
Cirie, and everyone else prob prefers Ryan. Lol 

 
   Rudy – CONFESSIONAL - Ok, it's been 5 seconds, and Misty is already pissing me off to no 

end. Hey Misty, do you realize that I could boot your ass 5-3 and not think twice about it?! If I 
were you, I'd try to at least ACT like you're considerate about who I, the person who controls 
TWO DECIDING swing votes, want to vote out. kthxMisty  

 



The first alliance on the new Caquetios tribe is born as Cirie, Misty, Melinda, Rudy 
and Colleen join forces against Courtney, Gretchen and Ryan. 

 
Rudy - This TC, I want Gretch out bad...If you can think of anything that could be POSSIBLY better, 

then shoot. 
Melinda - Misty and I are very close and Cirie thinks she was controlling things (thus we have a 

seperate chick alliance)... how do you feel about Colleen? Because I think if we can get Colleen, 
you, me, Misty as a tight 4, and let Cirie and maybe Ryan think they are with us too... we can 
take Gretchen out tomorrow, and we have a set boot order with Courtney being next, Ryan/Cirie 
after that... what do you think? 

Rudy - We take Gretchen out first, and then we see about Courtney next...Maybe if we can get her 
to spill her guts on the drama of Peru before she's gone? Or can we use Ryan for that? 

Melinda - I have no idea, the Arubans are wildcards to me... I feel like there is going to be a power 
alliance on the other side with Shane, Judd, Christa, James, and Kelly... it's just a hunch. 

Rudy - Colleen feels like you/misty/cirie are aligned, but I'm letting her know that you and Misty 
want to work with us two. idk how we should go about this, but it needs to be Gretch/Ryan/Cirie 
in some order, each for obvious reasons. I just don't know who should go first. Gretch wants 
Colleen and I to work with her to take one of you Arubans out. Dumb bitch. I guess I'm supposed 
to forget my blindside. 

Melinda - Basically Misty wants to take Ryan out for inactivity so that you and Gretch stick around 
with your feud... I don't like the plan obviously, I would prefer to just take Gretch out, but you 
have to see where they are coming from... 

Rudy - OK! Colleen is down with our deal, but she really wants to take cirie out right now. She says 
she wants cirie first then whoever next.... I'll tell you right now, I don't care about Cirie right 
now, I do care about the tribe, and I DO care about voting Gretch's ass out for betraying me. 
Colleen thinks that keeping Gretch would put Kelly/Greg up as targets on the other tribe after 
this big debacle but idk... 

Melinda - I am completely fine with taking Cirie out... just not now. You see, Misty and Cirie are 
going to be forced to join with us because it is their necks that are on the line (thanks to my 
immunity!!). So we can call the shots. I am fine with Ryan or Gretchen being the boot, but we 
have to make sure that they all are down for it 

 
While Rudy tightens his alliance with Misty and Melinda, Colleen looks for other 

options fearing a take-over by the three Arubans. 
 
Colleen - I think we need to talk to Ryan- and make it a true bad news bear trio. I'm not voting for 

Ryan. And if gretchen and Rudy want to save their hides, they'll come along -but you and I should 
work on a plan. high five. game, set match. 

Courtney - Gret just told me she wants Misty gone. Looks like tihngs are falling into place. Hey, if 
we can't have the Bad News Bears tribe, we'll have the Bad News Bears alliance!!!! 

 
Courtney - Misty's name hasn't come up? Heh. This could be a blindside.... 
Gretchen - Rudy is suggesting Cirie, but I'd much rather go with Misty. I'm just agreeing with her 

(and anyone that asks) that Ryan is the obvious choice to keep us strong as long as it takes the 
target off me. But what concerns me is Rudy wants to vote Ryan next, and I think that's a bad 
choice. The goal here is to make it to the merge. The only way for us to to do that is for 
Peru/Bolivia to stick together. 



Courtney - Well, look, say once Misty is gone, Cirie iwll be begging for protection... we might be 
able to get her to boot Melinda next round anyway. Rudy can talk, but I feel like this train is 
leaving and he better get on if he wants to make the next phase of the game. I do agree. The 
goal is to make the merge. 

 
Courtney approaches Rudy, who then agrees to go along with her. However, when he 

approaches Cirie he tells her a different story in order to get his way. 
 
Courtney - Gret told me she doesnt want to be your enemy anymore. I don't think its in any of our 

best interests either. Misty is trying to sell me on a Ryan boot. I'm not down with that one either, 
but I am telling her that. 

Rudy - I know, Gretch is trying to get me into the 5-way with you and Ryan. I honestly think that 
the other tribe is STACK in a major way. I think I'd be fine with cirie now, BUT if we lose the 
challenge, I'd prob go with Ryan. I like you so far though, so you have nothing to worry about. 

Courtney - Look, I'm not going to try to push you. We just got to tihnk of our own safety at this 
point, you know? Gret wants Misty. You're saying cirie. I am willing to allign with you and say, 
Gret, me, Colleen, and you. Ryan as the expendable vote we don't need long term. Would that be 
enough to get you to hoop on board completel? 

Rudy - Would it be so horrible if Ryan went first, if us 4 just hook up and vote Cirie off at F7? 
 
 
Cirie - It would mean a lot if you stuck w/ me on this. I would owe you a great deal. I'm fine w/ 

voting out Gretchen or Ryan, I would just like to have a majority voting that way, lol. Right now, 
I'm the person that is pinned against the wall, so I'm willing to vote in whatever way you guys 
want me to. 

Rudy - Well I'm pretty sure Melinda and Misty are kepping you for sure. Gretch/Courtney/Ryan are 
voting for you for sure. Colleen is in the middle but told me before signing off that she's leaning 
towards RYAN. Meanwhile, I' the only ass who wants to vote Gretchen off. Does that make me 
selfish?! I don't want to be the swing vote that gets voted off because he's not getting his way, 
but hey, you guys weren't just blindsided by that bitch either were you? 

Cirie - I completely understand where you're coming from. But, trust me, I want Gretchen gone as 
much as you do. She's one of the people that is campaigning strongly to send my ass home. But, if 
Colleen is the swing vote and she's looking to vote Ryan out, we might need to compromise this 
round and vote Gretchen out the next. What do you think? 

Rudy - OK! Here's my verdict, it's either Gretchen or Ryan. Misty is really pressuring me to do Ryan, 
but hey, her ass wasn't just blindsided by Gretch, and I don't know if she's being considerate by 
actually looking at it from MY POV. As of right now, I'm leaning Ryan, just because I'm naturally a 
good guy and I DO want to look out for the entierty of this tribe 

Cirie - It sounds like Colleen is kind of like the new Dr. Sean, lol. It's the same kind of argument to 
vote behind the maverick's vote in order to secure a majority. If we vote for Ryan this round, 
we'll get Gretchen next round. I'm gunning for her so badly right now! 

Rudy - Gretchen is trying to play both sides w/ the Aruban girls too. She just enquired about the 
history of Misty and I and asked me how I would feel w/ booting Misty. I didn't really know what 
to say, so I told her that I would be fine if that's the majority's wish. 

 
As of now Rudy is in an alliance with Colleen/Misty/Melinda/Cirie. They are trying to 

decide between booting Gretchen or Ryan. Courtney and Gretchen are trying to find a way 
to save themselves and boot one of the Arubans (Melinda/Misty/Cirie). Rudy has lied to Cirie 



telling her that she is the target of Gretchen and Courtney. Likewise, Rudy has tried to get 
Courtney and Gretchen to target Cirie. Things get even more complicated when Cirie 
decides to join forces with Gretchen and Courtney and discovers that Rudy has sold her out.  

 
Cirie - I have to be honest, I have heard through the grapevine that my name is being brought up as 

a target. I think a lot of people are assuming that the Arubans are closer than they really are. (I 
don't know if you know this, but Misty voted my ass out during this round last season. So, I 
wouldn't mind returning the favor somewhere down the road). Anyway, I'm trying to be as 
straight-forward as I can be and I want to know if there's anyway I can disuade this group from 
voting for me at the next tribal council. 

Gretchen - Only one person has brought up your name as a vote. Cirie - I'm not voting for you. I 
don't know you very well, but from what I've seen, you not only seem like a nice person but 
you're a valuable asset too. On the other hand, Misty's name has been brought up by more than 
one person. 

Cirie - Heh. Keep me posted on that. If the majority of the players want to boot Misty, I would 
totally be down. Is Ryan still the big consideration? 

Gretchen - if I listen to Misty and Rudy, he is. I'd rather not go that route. 
Cirie - What would you rather do? If Misty and Rudy are planning to vote for Ryan, you can probably 

count on Melinda as well. That's 3 of the 8 votes. 
Gretchen - Misty has been giving me the full court press saying “Courtney and Ryan are voting for 

me, let's vote for Ryan”, when I know it isn't true. I don't like that. I think there could be enough 
votes for you to get your payback and all (ok, some) of us live happily ever after. Of course, you 
could be playing me like a fiddle, too, in which case, it's been great to be on the same tribe as 
you see you at the reunion! (I hope that's not it) 

Cirie - No, I'm not playing you here. I made the mistake of being too closely affiliated w/ my 
original tribe in my previous season and it bit me in the butt when it came to the swap. If I 
expressed an interest in working w/ new tribemates, I wouldn't have been eliminated in the 5th 
round. Of course, I'm trusting you not to rat me out to Misty. I don't think she's gunning for me 
right now and that could change based on your tip. Who can we get for votes? Would you want to 
do Misty as our vote and if we can't secure the majority, go with Ryan and kind of bide our time? 

Gretchen - and I'm trusting you not to rat me out. I think we already have the majority, and FWIW, 
Misty isn't the person who brought your name up. But I'm trying to convince them right now that 
voting you is a bad move. I don't think anyone is on board with it anyway. From what I've heard, 
it's either Misty or Ryan, leaning way towards Misty. Are you in? 

 
   Cirie – CONFESSIONAL - This was the first round that my reputation came into play and it 

affected me negatively. In my last season, I was portrayed as a threatening and strategic villain. 
The new kids on the block picked up on this and they were planning to vote me out. In an 
attempt to save myself, I tried to cut a deal with Gretchen. At this point, I’m going to look for 
numero uno and I would be willing to throw my own grandma under the bus at this point! 

 
Courtney - We offered Rudy a spot in the penthouse and he didn't want it, meanwhile, Cirie did... 

who's the more logical player? I do wonder if Rudy wanted Ryan gone just to try to screw you 
over next round anyway. hmmm, just me talking outloud here. You got my loyality, Gret. I feel 
like you and I made a good team tonight, clearing threw all this junk. You, Colleen, and Cirie see 
the big picture. The rest, man... they just got blinders on. 

Gretchen - bingo!! 
 



Caquetios, Day 10 
 

When Misty and Melinda go over their plan of action and review the events thus far, 
they realize that all of the decisions are in one person’s hands. 

 
Misty - Rudy was basically the insider on what Courtney and Gretchen were doing and 

unfortunately we have to rely completely on him for this vote. He assured me Colleen will stick 
with him and at least the five of us will be voting for Ryan. So basically this lies entirely with 
Rudy. He's playing both sides and we're gambling he sticks with us. 

Melinda - Yeah, we have to rely on Rudy, but I am dangling the fact that I brought him back into 
the game to give him the chance over his head.... so I think he will be loyal to me and hopefully 
respect what I want to do... He is a little crazy with some of his ideas, and he alerted me he is 
playing both sides, but I do trust he will stick with us... 

 
   Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - As it stands I have the best placing of anyone left that has not 

already been voted off... so hopefully they do not pay attention to the fact that I am good at 
getting my goals accomplished... And that goal of course is... DOMINATION. I am so happy to 

have power, I hope I don't become too power hungry, but we'll see Merrindi did not come back 
here to get second again. No way, this is my game, everyone else, step aside 

 
Courtney - You still want Ryan, right? I give you my word I won't vote for you. The five group Gret 

is trying to put together is one thing... I just feel like I really don't know any of you people, so 
what use is if something else is goign on behind the scenes that I don't know about? I'm so afraid 
of Ryan going, then I will have no one here and could become cannon fodder. 

Rudy - OK ok ok, I completely understand what you're saying. I know ALL of these people and I 
know exactly how the next 3 boots wil go. You'll have nothing to worry about Courtney. Just try 
your hardest in challenges, and do your best to get to know everyone, and you'll be fine. I know 
that sound really arrogant and cocky of me, but trust and believe, I think I'm good at observing 
the dynamics of this tribe, and there's people who just don't fit here. Ryan is one of them. 

 
Rudy informs Gretchen that he has decided to spare her from elimination. 

 
Rudy - I think I've made up my mind... He's not really here at all, and I need this tribe to do well in 

the ICs. 
Gretchen - yeah, that's pretty much the consensus. Misty said we need to keep the tribe strong 

too, and it's shooting ourselves in the foot if we keep him. I have to agree. 
Rudy - OK. Sigh, I'm glad everyone is finally starting to kinda see it. I just want this tribe to be as 

strong as possible against that super tribe! 
Gretchen - it's a no brainer - kind of like Alicia and Sue. 
 

Despite convincing everyone to vote out Ryan, Rudy gets a last minute wild hair. 
 
Rudy - I've changed my mind. I want that bitch out for blindsiding me and then throwing all her 

allies under the bus to try to get back in good with me. She claims we should work together now, 
but hey, I TRIED that back on Bolivia and she backstabbed me. I think it's my turn now, and that's 
how I'm voting tonight. 

Colleen – I’m loyal to you Rudy, I just don’t know if getting rid of Gretchen is a good idea… 
 



   Rudy – CONFESSIONAL - There's now three boot targets going into our first TC: Ryan, 
because he's inactive and may not help us in the challenges (especially up against that super 
tribe); Cirie because everyone fears that the three Aruban girls are a big threat, and she isn't as 
strong in ICs as Mel/Misty; and Gretchen, because I'm the swingy thing on those grandfather 
clocks, and I want her skeezy ass gone. It'll be interesting even to myself to see which option I 
choose. Should I be a team player and take Ryan out? Should I be really strategic by taking away 
Misty's options by voting Cirie out and pleasing Courtney/Ryan in the process? hmm, I've thought 
about it, and I think I'll go RIGHT for the jugular this time! 

 

Tribal Council, Night 10 
 
Jeff Probst - Welcome Caquetios to your first Tribal Council as a new tribe. 
Misty - Here, Jeff! 
Jeff Probst - Alright so how is everyone liking the new tribe? Courtney, the Peruvians are severely 

outnumbered here, does that worry you? 

Courtney - heh.... yes.  
Rudy - You know Jeff, after being blindsided at the last Tribal Council, I feel REALLY REALLY 

paranoid and anxious. 
Melinda - The new tribe is great... I think the other side underestimates us which can only work to 

our advantage.  
Jeff Probst - Rudy how was meeting up with the people who just backstabbed you? 
Colleen - Oh boy -here we go again. 
Gretchen - yowch - that was harsh 
Rudy - Well Jeff, meeting up with the people who blindsided me was not nice at all. I was 

extremely bitter and upset, and I acted out in a major way. Gretchen defended herself, and Kelly 
didn't, so I rspect Gretch so much more at this point in the game. 

Melinda - I think there is drama at the other TC... because Jeff is nowhere to be found  
Gretchen - my money is on Shane vs. Lill 
Jeff Probst - All votes have been final for quite sometime now and i will now tally them 
Jeff Probst – http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/allstars/caquetiostc5.html 
 
 

http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/allstars/caquetiostc5.html

